Manifesto

Prem Sekhar Ponnada, 170070053
August 6, 2018

I, Prem Sekhar Ponnada, is contesting for the post of Maintenance Secretary, if elected propose to do the following things:

1 INITIATIVES

- Installing grills outside the windows of TV room.
- Installing aluminium wire mesh in the ground floor of wing4.
- Renovation of rooms beside bathroom.

2 FOLLOW UPS

- Cleaning the cycle parking area.
- Taking forward the idea and execution of canteen extension.
- Making sure that the pipes renovation process would start soon.

3 GENERAL DUTIES

- Ensuring that all the rooms, corridors, common areas and washrooms are cleaned regularly and as early as possible by proper supervision.
- Ensuring that each room has its basic requirements.
- Ensuring proper working and maintenance of water coolers and filters(aquaguard), geysers, washing machines and dryers.
• Enhancing the cleanliness and aesthetics of common areas like mess, cantene, study room and common room.

• Proper maintenance of Frisbee, Cricket, Football, Basketball and Volleyball fields. Improvement of the lighting systems.

• Taking care of the gardens, fields and the trees.

• Making sure that maintenance complaints are properly sorted and addressed within the timeline given to avoid unnecessary delays.

4 AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

• Will cooperate with my fellow secretaries and councillors to provide better service to the hostel.

• Will assist my fellow members in conducting hostel fests like PAF, fun2shh, gala dinners, GCs etc.

5 CREDENTIALS

• Organiser-Media, Techfest- 2017

• Organiser-Aavriti, Elec Dept Fest- 2018